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FOREWORD
But there you are with your rice cakes and bread sticks. 

‘Well,’ you might say, ‘Bento boxes sound like a nice 

idea but I don’t have enough time for all that.’ We 

expected that reaction, and that’s why on page 116, we 

listed all the tools you might need to get started. All you 

really require are some cookie cutters, muffin cups and 

a melon ball scoop. With these you can make a little 

party box in no time. You will also notice that making 

these lunch boxes is addictive. You’ll get energy from 

this crafting and you’ll enjoy imagining the look of 

surprise on their faces when they open their box. Every 

child, big or small, likes it when they notice someone 

has made something especially for them. Food gives 

energy in more ways than one.

In Japan, the Bento box is the symbol of edible love.  

Or as the Japanese say:
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Sometimes you should send your children to school with 

something extra in their lunchbox: a note that says 

‘good luck!’ on a test day, or a chocolate surprise for 

after the swimming lessons. You can also get creative 

by, for example, making that note edible by writing it on 

bread. Or maybe you really want to go crazy and sneak 

in some edible cheat notes or smelling salts to keep him 

going during a heavy exam. Or cut fruit into Pokémon 

dolls. This is the sort of activities they get up to in  

Japan. Japanese mothers make boxes filled  

with compositions of food. These are  

called Bento boxes and are inspired on  

the notion that children eat better if  

the food looks good. And by offering  

children different dishes of contrasting  

 tastes, their taste palette will develop.
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Every party needs cake. And even when there’s no party, 

cake goes down just fine. Actually, after a bad day and 
an acute case of school allergies, cake is probably at its 
tastiest.

Cakes need color. And the nice thing is, 
shiny berries and bright fruit are also healthy. 
And from vegetables you can cut the nicest 
decorations, such as Super Mario on a racing 
bike or Hello Kitty holding a machine gun.

In the box

* Cheesecake from rye bread
* Sandwich cakes
* Potato muffins with stars
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A Slice of Cake
Cut a piece of rectangle-shaped rye bread 
diagonally in half. Now following the same 
shape as these halves, stack the following:

*  Soft goat’s cheese (not too thick)
*  Jam of a red fruit
*  A layer of white bread
*    Another layer of soft goat’s cheese (not 

too thick)
*   Strawberries (if in season) or another layer 

of jam
*  crumbled pistachios
*  rye bread

Garnish the top with a very thin layer  
of mascarpone and sprinkle with more 
pistachio crumbs. 
Place the piece of cake on a paper plate. 

Decorations

A decoration is made with a radish slice 
taken from the middle so that a bit of green 
shoot can stick out on top.
Make a heart out of a piece of cucumber 
peel and attach with a toothpick.
You don’t like goat’s cheese? Then replace 
it with cream cheese.

Don’t forget to eat it with special cake knives 
and forks!

Requirements

*  175 g sweet potatoes
*  2 cups self-rising baking flour
*  1 cup finely rasped hearty cheese
*  90 g molten and cooled butter
*  1 egg beaten
*  3/4 cup milk
*  Salt and freshly ground pepper
*  Sesame and poppy seeds
*   Some baking paper with a small star cut 

out to use as a mold

Preheat the oven at 180 degrees Celsius. 
Finely grate the sweet potatoes and sieve  
the flower into a bowl. Mix in the potatoes 
and cheese and make a depression in the 
middle in which you put the butter, egg and 
milk. Mix all the ingredients together with  
a wooden spoon. Scoop the mixture into  
small paper muffin cups (you might want 
to double them up to make them sturdier). 
Take the piece of paper and lay it over the 
dough. Carefully drop the sesame and poppy 
seeds through the star shape. Repeat with 
each muffin and then bake for 20 minutes  
in the oven.

Flowers 
Punch out a flower-shaped form from  
a slice of carrot. Make a smaller flower out  
of a piece of cheese and a small heart out  
of a radish. Stack and fasten together with  
a cocktail pricker. 

Fill the box with a bunch of grapes. While we 
made the branches pink, you might decide 
to attach some lace for a more festive effect. 
You don’t want the cakes to fall over in the 
box. Therefore always use a small box (like a 
travel soap case) and fill any empty spots with 
grapes or berries. 

Sweet potato muffins with stars
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Sandwich Cake
Cut out with a round cookie cutter the 
following ingredients and stack them up 
nicely. 

*  Brown bread
*  Cream cheese
*   Avocado with a drop of lemon and some 

salt and pepper
*  Salmon
*  White bread
*  Cream cheese
*   Avocado with a drop of lemon and some 

salt and pepper
*  Brown bread

On top of the stack, put a flower-formed 
piece of carrot and a slice of radish with  
a heart cut out of it. Fasten with a metal 
cocktail pricker. Once you’ve attached 
the bell with a bit of lace, you’re all done. 
Later you can fasten this bell and lace on 
the children as a corsage. If you don’t like 
salmon or avocado, then use ham or other 
cold cuts and some cucumber. 
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You can make all of these with 
ready-to-bake pizza dough. 
Before baking, sprinkle the 
figures with sesame or poppy 
seeds. A little beat juice through 
the dough will make the sticks 
all nice and pink.

Bread stick dips

Hummus, peanut butter, 
hazelnut spread and raisons, 
hummus with beets (puree in a 
piece of cooked beet), hummus 
with pistachios (nuts or pureed 
into the mixture).

Flowers, wands and swords Bread in a pot
These don’t need any topping and can just 
immediately go into the box.

* Cheese bread
* Walnut bread
* Cheese and bacon bread
* Goat’s cheese and herb bread

Recipe

Mix finely-chopped old cheese, walnuts, 
cheese and bacon, or goat’s cheese and 
herbs, into some ready-to-bake dough mix 
and then fill greased clay flower pots with  
the mixture. Bake the breads in the pots.  
Be careful! They get hot.
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Bread cutlery
Bread cutlery can be made with ready-to-
bake bread mix (but of course we aren’t 
stopping you from making your own 
dough). Put the dough on a greased salad 
spoon and fork (not plastic because they still 
need to go in the oven) and form the dough 
into the proper shape. Prick some holes in 
the dough to minimize air bubble and put 
in the oven and follow the instructions on 
the package.


